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Narrative
Developmentally Delayed Adults (DDA) with severe behavior issues and co-occurring disorders
are being transitioned from institutions to community homes. Many of the severe behaviors
include sexual inappropriateness and sexual offending resulting in legal system referrals and
determinations. However, the very idea of moving toward the topic of Healthy Sexuality, DDA
is fraught with obstacles; court decisions, inconsistent or non-existent sexual offending treatment
designed for DDA, preconceived ideas about sexuality and DDA and their ability to change and
a reluctance from the various systems (Treatment and Legal) to move toward defining options
for ‘Sexual Health for DDA. This workshop will challenge some of the existing thinking and
stereotypes, provide new program designs that have specific interventions for interdisciplinary
teams of professionals to utilize in addressing sexual thinking and behaviors. The forensic
related issues of Risk Assessments, court options for sentencing, professional testimony, working
relationships among the court and treatment and consumer stakeholders will be reviewed and
suggestions made for improving communication and understanding. A discussion with
workshop attendees will address the topic of how defining the differences among sexually legal
behaviors, offending/illegal sexual behaviors and healthy and unhealthy sexual behaviors. DDA
consumers with long histories of institutionalization also experience a totally different ‘Normal
Sexual Experience’ from non-Institutionalized individuals; this will be explored for the impact it
has on DDA development and thinking. The presentation will augment discussions with
handouts and will highlight the current research (very limited) and growing base of reference
material in articles, etc. The presentation will challenge thinking about DDAs and what we can
do to change our expectations which will challenge consumers in changing their expectations.
This can lead to changes in the manner and content of questions ask consumers and support
Person Centered Planning (PCP) at new levels. The topic of ‘Criminal Thinking’ and how it
impacts DDAs in different ways will be reviewed. We have reached the time for discussions
among the treatment and legal systems regarding severe behavior issues, especially sexual
behaviors, and ways to intervene for positive, healthy, legal, safe outcomes for the consumer and
community.
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Learning Objectives
1. Explain how preconceived thinking by professional can impact understanding of DDAs
in the system.
2. Discuss how “Normal” sexual experiences for DDAs, is different from “Normal” for
others.
3. Create a plan for interventions to decrease inappropriate sexual behaviors and replace
them with what.
4. Compare a court’s reaction to a DDA charged with a sexual offense to a non-DDA
individual charged with same offense.
5. Discuss why some believe change in sexual thinking/behaviors for DDAs is possible.
6. List the key elements in developing a team approach for working with DDAs among the
criminal justice and treatment staffs.
7. Critique the skills needed in professionals working with DDAs
Discuss if ‘Sexual Healthy Options’ is a sound basis for working/educating with DDAs

